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Probable Berlin and GDR Reactions to Soviet Military
Intervention in Czechoslovakia

SUMMARY ,I (see page 7 - insert here)
1. Should current differences between the Soviet Union
and Czechoslovakia result in Soviet military intervention, .
certain reactions in WESt Berlin and the GDR seem predictable.
2.

West Berlin.

The Hungarian crisis of 1956 occasioned

a mass meeting on November 6 of over 100,000 Berliners
and a torch-light demonstration in front of the Soviet
War Memorial at the Brandenburg Gate.

East and West

Berliners shouted anti-Soviet slogans at Vopos in East
Berlin who stood behind the gate with rifles aimed at
demonstrators.

Governing Mayor Suhr and Heuse of Representatives

President Brandt sent a proclamation to the UN in the name
of the people of Berlin.
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3•. Today, there would doubtless be similar demonstrations
in West Berlin, and strong expressions of anger by political
parties,

~abor

unions and the general public over Soviet

military intervention in Czechoslovakia.

(The "New Left"

would probably decide to remain aloof from this issue.)
Demonstrators might assemble near the wall to make themselves
heard, and East German Vopos would probably take precautionary
measures along the wall.

Incidents could result, and the

Allies might conceivably be faced with a threat to public
order serious enough to require them to assume a direct
role in maintaining order.

We believe protest would be

vocal, however, and susceptible to control by Berlin police
authorities.

The existence of the wall (which dates from

1961) would presumably preclude the situation from becoming
as dangerous as it was in 1956.
4.

In addition, we would expect Berlin morale and confidence

to suffer seriously.

Doubts about the firmness of Allied

guarantees would be intensified.

Berliners might ask
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themselves whether new and more serious Soviet moves
against their city were likely, and if so, whether the
Allied powers would stand firm with respect to their
commitments and obligations here.
5.

The GDR.

If Moscow decides to intervene militarily in

Czechoslovakia, it will clearly have Ulbricht's political
and, if ,necessa ry, military support.

While there are

obvious political difficulties involved in the use of East
German forces in Czechoslovakia, Ulbricht would not
hesitate to order them

in~

With the possible exception

of Gomulka, Ulbricht is the Eastern European leader most
concerned about the possible long-range effects on both
the GDR and the Eastern bloc of the liberalization process
in the CSSR.

He would like to stop that development.

He

may also calculate that GDR participation in any intervention
would give him and his regime a greater voice in subsequent
dealings with Moscow on a whole range of issues dear to
his heart, including West Berlin.
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6.

While there may be voices in the SED leadership

counseling against GDR participation in any military
intervention or heavy pressure against Prague, we see no
signs whatsoever of this.

There is, regrettably, no

evidence to suggest that Ulbricht would encounter serious
opposition to such a course of action.

As we noted in

Berlin's 1965, there even appears to be some rank and
file SED sympathy for decisive action against the Prague
reformers.

7.

Whether with enthusiasm or not, we believe the East

German armed and security forces would carry out whatever
instructions were given them in connection with participation
in any intervention.

The regime has, of course, tried to

condition its population to the possibility of the need
for "socialist action" against the "counter-revolutionary
trends" in the CSSR.

Although the population has more

complete information than the regime is willing to give it
regarding Czech developments and appears to be sympathetic
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to those developments, we see no signs of any organized or
spontaneous effective support for the Czech leaders.
8.

While the reaction of the East German population would

depend on how developments proceed, our assessment is
that it would tend to keep its head down and avoid overt
signs of support for the Czech cause.

This would seem to

be even more true if intervention were carried through
quickly and without any signs of more than verbal Western
support for Prague.

We think further that any potential

sources of opposition, among intellectual or student
circles, will have learned their lesson from June 1953
in Germany, or 1956-57 in Hungary, when the regime acted
GDR professor
quickly to stop/Harich and company from developing sympathy
or pressure for changes in GDR policy.
9.

It is possible, however, that armed intervention in

Czechoslovakia and the conviction that it "can't happen
here" could result in

il

greater efforts on the part of

East Germans to escape from , the GDR.
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tightened border security arrangements which have now
been achieved, there could be a number of nasty incidents
at the Berlin Wall, or on the border between the GDR and
the FRG.

Decisive action on the part of the regime would,

however, probably make people think several times before
attempting to escape.
10.

In taking increased precautions along the border and

around West Berlin, the East German regime at the same
time would probably be extremely cautious about provoking
any incidents with respect to the Allies and the FRG which
might lead to a further exacerbation of the international
situation.

We expect also that the Soviets would avoid

any show of military presence in East Berlin (but not
along
~~ the autobahn), both in order not to alarm the
Western Allies, and for psychological reasons with respect
to the East German regime and its population.
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Soviet military intervention in Czechoslovakia

would probably provoke bitter verbal protest in West Berlin,
but we doubt that a major threat to public order would arise.
The East German regime could be expected to support such
intervention, and to maintain order in the GDR.
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